This is to help with video Ustedes Commands - Practice 3

Here is the worksheet with the pages of
the note as well as the English translation.

Hi my loves.
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A friend from work couldn't work
today and that's why I am going to
get home a little later than normal.

Your (pl) dinners are in the fridge.
_____ to warm them up in the microwave
for two minutes if you (pl) want.
But don't ______ in the microwave with
the aluminium.
______ the aluminium first.
And after eating, _____ the dirty dishes.
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And ____ the floor.

put them
remove
wash
put them
sweep

Also I bought some very delicious apples. _____
some.
In the morning, I saw that your (pl) rooms are not
clean. ________.
The living room is also a little messy. ______ please.
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Your (pl) grandmother is going to come to visit on
Saturday and I want everything to be very beautiful.
So ____ your (pl) time in cleaning very well.

take
clean it
eat
clean them
The trash smells bad. _______
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_______ the clothes from the washer and
_____ to dry outside if it's really sunny.
And ____ to eat to the dog!
hang it
take out
take it out
give to him
If you (pl) have homework ______ first. Don't
_____ in front of the tv.
If you (pl) are going to watch tv, just ____ for an
hour. Don't ____ for too much time.
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Don't ____ so late. I know that you're already big
but _____ your (pl) teeth and ____ before going to
sleep.

take a bath

do it

brush

watch it

watch it
do it
go to sleep

Don't _____ your (pl) friends to the house
today.
And don't ____ to any place with them.
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You (pl) are going to have to get up early
tomorrow for class.
_____ good brothers.
_____ well and don't ____.

go
fight each other
invite
behave
be

One more thing. There is a cake on the table.
Don't ______. It's for a birthday party
tomorrow.
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If you have questions or doubts, ____ my cell
phone.
I love you both a lot.
I'll see you in the morning.
-Mom.

call me
eat it

